
SIMPLIFYING YOUR 
ENTERPRISE IT MOVE TO CLOUD 
Cloud adoption is the singular means for Enterprise IT to stay relevant. 
But this need not be complex – merely planning and executing 
methodically can simplify cloud migrations.
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ABSTRACT

Enterprise IT is aggressively looking to bring cloud usage 
mainstream in their organizations. Some of the reasons 
for enterprise IT to adopt cloud are to remain competitive 
as an IT organization, to deliver on-demand and agile 
infrastructure services, and to enforce cloud governance. 
Enterprise cloud adoption is at 38% and more than 55% 
of enterprises reported that a significant portion of their 
application landscape is ready to be moved to cloud. The 
main challenge enterprise IT faces is to ensure that the cloud 
transformation is simple and with minimal disruption to their 
operations and business. This makes it important to structure 
the cloud transformation, involve the right stakeholders, 
identify the right tools, platforms and automation, foresee 
risks and have the right governance to provide management 
support and clearly detail the outcomes.

ENTERPRISE IT NEEDS TO STAY RELEVANT 
IN A DIGITAL-READY ORGANIZATION

Businesses are under pressure to transform into digital 
organizations to stay competitive in the age of the customer. 
And they are breathing down the necks of enterprise IT teams 
to get them there. However, enterprise IT today focuses a 
lot on the run portion and are thereby often hindered while 
delivering on the innovation aspects of IT services. Hence, 
they are under the constant threat of their importance and 
value being relegated in the organization. To counter this, and 
stay relevant, they are now aggressively looking at bringing 
the cloud adoption mainstream within the organization.

ENTERPRISE-WIDE CLOUD MIGRATIONS 
IS THE ANSWER
The major drivers for enterprise IT to adopt cloud are: 

 
 IT infrastructure
A variety of research reports support this trend, with 
enterprise cloud adoption at 38% and growing, and more 
than 55% of enterprises reporting that a significant portion 
of their application landscape is cloud-ready, but not yet on 
the cloud.

AREN’T CLOUD MIGRATIONS 
CHALLENGING?

The main challenge enterprise IT faces is to ensure that the 
cloud transformation is simple and with minimal disruption to 
their operations and business. The existing IT infrastructure is 
usually heterogeneous and spread across multiple locations, 
even across countries and continents. It has a whole lot of 
proprietary and legacy infrastructure and applications – and 
is already an operational nightmare. This makes managing 
the expectations around downtimes, business disruptions 

A major complaint from enterprise IT is that the cloud 
transformation journey is too long, fraught with issues and 
very expensive as compared to maintaining status quo.

Figure 1: Typical Challenges Enterprises Face for Cloud Migration
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NEED NOT BE THE CASE – WITH THE 
RIGHT APPROACH AND PARTNER

Moving enterprise-wide applications and services to the 
cloud requires a change in the cultural mindset to start with. 
It is important to: 

 
 to provide management support 

SIMPLIFYING ENTERPRISE IT LANDSCAPE 
MOVE TO CLOUD

The cloud transformation journey builds on the foundation 
of data center migration and consolidation framework by 
adding cloud-related considerations during each phase. A 
typical cloud transformation program has three phases – a 
consult phase, a transform phase and a manage phase. Let’s 
look at each phase in detail.

CONSULT PHASE

The consult phase is the starting point in setting up the 
transformation rhythm for the enterprise. A successful 
consult phase for cloud will focus on the following aspects:

Business

  Expected financial savings and business     
  improvements

  Business and financial risks involved

   Legal and security implications

  Architectural feasibility and limitations

  Scalability, availability and performance requirements

  Enterprise applications roadmap

  

  Tools and Platform integrations

  Ease of management and operations

 
TRANSFORM PHASE

This phase essentially engages and impacts most of the 
organization in one way or another. It is important therefore, 
to have the right working model defined before embarking on 
the transformation. 

The key focus areas of this phase are:

Identify and prioritize the right candidates for    
  migration, based on the business, technical and   
  operational perspectives

  business, application, operations and security teams

Identify the key prerequisites and support required   
  among the various stakeholders

Identify risks and opportunities, define gates for each   
  phase with clear success criterions and fallback options

 
  a wave-wise migration, with sign-off from each   
  stakeholder

implementation approach simplifies the actual migration of 
applications, data and users to the cloud. Tools that can be 
used are for: 

A tool-driven framework is the best way to simplify 

and effort required to gather information about the 
infrastructure and application landscape and at the same 
time, increase the overall accuracy of the data collected. 

Assessment frameworks supported by parsing engines 
and analysis modules speed up the first-level analysis 
and help in segmenting and classifying applications 
according to their readiness to migrate to the cloud. 

cost savings in migrating each segment of applications. 
A review of the outcomes of the tools with appropriate 
validation and corrections will result in a cloud strategy 
and roadmap that will feed the transform phase. 
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 management 
The tools essentially help standardize and automate the 
entire implementation process, speeding up the migration 
process and more importantly, reducing manual intervention 
and hence the errors.

MANAGE PHASE

This is an ongoing phase, where the application environments 
on the cloud are handed over to the operations teams for 
monitoring and management. 

The key focus areas in these phase are:

 from provisioning to management

A SEAMLESS MIGRATION JOURNEY 
WITH WINS ALL THE WAY

A planned and structured migration approach demystifies 
and simplifies the cloud migration journey. The key benefits 
that can be achieved are:

 
 removes people conflicts

 
 intervention required and more importantly, eliminates the  
 risk of human error in gathering information

Use of automation to drive efficiencies and improvements  
 in operational processes

Tools and platform integrations to simplify operation  
 procedures

Building in performance and utilization monitoring to feed  
 in periodic capacity management, to rationalize cloud costs

Tools, integration and automation play an important role 
to ensure that Managed Services adapt to the dynamic 
nature of the cloud. A significant change in managing cloud 
environments involves the transition from infrastructure 

where the focus is on integrating the application development, 
testing and IT operations seamlessly.
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 and standardized environment 

 
 success parameters

 
 the migration momentum continues and does not wane  
 over a period of time
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WRAPPING IT UP

Enterprise IT needs to drive cloud adoption aggressively to 
stay relevant within their organization. A successful cloud 
transformation journey will set up the base for enterprise 
IT to deliver cloud services and future innovations to their 
customers. Simplifying the transformation to cloud will go a 

long way in ensuring the cloud transformation is successful. 
The right mix of tools, frameworks and processes are to 
be stitched together in a well-thought-out transformation 
approach that delivers the simplicity in transforming 
enterprise applications and IT services to the cloud.

 


